The Quantum Leap Coach System A Streamlined Approach To Extraordinary Results In Coaching


Cultivate emotional intelligence and eliminate barriers to coaching success. Challenging times demand we change how we teach, and research shows that coaching is the best way to bring about robust change in instructional practice. The second edition of Evocative Coaching helps skillful coaches develop trust and unearth the values and fears that both motivate and block teachers from achieving all that they hope. Using the LEAD (listen, emphasize, appreciate, and design) process, Evocative Coaches take a partnership role, ask questions, and co-create designs. This person-centered, no-fault, strengths-based model is grounded in adult learning theory and positive psychology and emphasizes the emotional intelligence needed to establish trust. The hands-on guide for coaching practitioners works with other coaching models and is grounded in extensive research includes real-life vignettes and sample dialogues that bring important principles to life provides tools designed to invite reflection and help coaches continuously improve. With evocative coaching, educators can rise to new heights of ambition and ability and discover new solutions to the complex challenges they face. “Don’t waste your conflict.” Grateful for the Fight goes beyond resolving conflict to using conflict to transform lives. Neufeld cautions that the urgency in today’s society to resolve conflict might be a sophisticated way of bypassing the true value of conflict. If we let it, conflict can be our ally—an unusual window into the self. By investigating our fears and releasing them, we stand to make a true and lasting change that will improve our daily lives and every one of our relationships. The premise of Grateful for the Fight, Neufeld’s first book, is that if we have the necessary fight with ourselves, we won’t be having unnecessary fights with others—and we will be more equipped to have the necessary ones. Using real case scenarios and personal experiences, Neufeld demonstrates how using outer conflict to work through inner conflict points to a greater capacity for growth and resilience in uncomfortable situations. If you’re ready to heal personal and mutual sensitivities, gain greater inner peace, and enjoy a relationship with more intimacy and vitality, welcome! You’ve come to the right place.

Management Development: An Infoline Collection contains 17 Infoline issues bound in one volume. This collection is ideal for managers and any trainer tasked with management development. Our editors have hand-picked the best issues, covering an array of management development topics. Issues include Be a Better Manager; Leadership Development; Strategic Planning 101; How to Delegate; Leading Work Teams; How to Resolve Conflict; How to Facilitate; Meetings That Work; Basics of Emotional Intelligence; Harness the Power of Coaching; Mastering the Art of Feedback; Mentoring; Interview Skills for Managers; Motivating Employees; How to Conduct a Performance Appraisal; Succession Planning; and Change Management.

Group and Team Coaching offers a new perspective on the ‘secret life of groups’, the subconscious and non-verbal processes through which people learn and communicate in groups and teams. Updated with new research and including a wealth of vignettes and case studies, it will be essential reading for coaches who work with groups and teams as well as leaders commissioning coaching; the second edition features new guidance for leaders and managers, an updated introduction and new expanded practical sections on working with teams, working on the phone, and supervising and being supervised. Christine Thornton uses key concepts from
psychology, group analysis and systems theory as well as her own extensive experience to give practical advice, including: The invisible processes of
group dynamics Pitfalls of team coaching and how to avoid them How to design coaching interventions Common dilemmas Ethics and supervision.
The primary aim or purpose of this book is providing a methodology for creating a CoachSystem (CS) in an organization. This book is also not necessarily
a skills and practices book. There are many great coaching skills and practices books available for developing coaching ksa's but hardly anything on
what coaching can do for and to organizations! This book also provides a method to take coaching to the line-the bottom line in organizations-all the
way to the customer interface. It provides a simple, yet effective model of coaching that anyone can learn in a few minutes and then proceed down a
path of mastery over time to creating organizational effectiveness. Clearly this book lays out for you a coaching methodology you can teach to your
line managers, or use with your customer service department-even your kids! It helps you build a CoachSystem, integrating coaching into your
organization at every level. The book is about creating outcomes for the individual and the organization that lead to well-being, purpose, competence
and awareness. It is based on proven methods of improving performance, creating generative rather than destructive change and facilitating individual
and organizational transformation.In Real Time David F. Bell explores the decisive impact the accelerated movement of people and information had on
the fictions of four giants of French realism--Balzac, Stendhal, Dumas, and Zola. Nineteenth-century technological advances radically altered the
infrastructure of France, changing the ways ordinary citizens--and literary characters--viewed time, space, distance, and speed. The most influential of
these advances included the improvement of the stagecoach, the growth of road and canal networks leading to the advent of the railway, and the
increasing use of mail, and of the optical telegraph. Citing examples from a wide range of novels and stories, Bell demonstrates the numerous ways in
which these trends of acceleration became not just literary devices and themes but also structuring principles of the novels themselves. Beginning
with both the provincial and the Parisian communications networks of Balzac, Bell proceeds to discuss the roles of horses and optical telegraphs in
Stendhal and the importance of domination of communication channels to the characters of Dumas, whose Count of Monte-Cristo might be seen as the
ultimate fictional master of this accelerated culture. Finally, Bell analyzes the cinematic vision created by the arrival of the railroad, as depicted by Zola
in La Bête Humaine.A Book That Will Redefine the Education System The only way to fix our broken education system is to build a new breed of
teachers and mentors who are implementers. You Can Coach is a book that will provide a tangible solution to our outdated system. Siddharth Rajsekar
decodes how he was able to plan, launch, and grow one of the largest communities of coaches, trainers, and experts, starting from scratch. This book
features interviews with legendary coaches, Jack Canfield, Dr. John Demartini, Blair Singer, and many more. Filled with practical strategies and
principles, this information has already helped over 10,000 experts from across the world and created numerous success stories. The e-Learning
industry is booming into a multi-billion dollar industry and this is just the beginning. This will be “the manual” for coaches, experts, and teachers who
want to take their game to the next level! If you are keen to ride this wave of digital transformation and impact peoples’ lives with your knowledge, this
book is for you. You Can Coach!Surveys the participants, circumstances, and play of the first forty-six Super Bowl games, and offers lists of the ten
best and worst plays and players, game records, and statistics.Discover the secrets to rapidly develop your skills and get the competitive edge.
International author and highly respected basketball coach Mark Walker has dedicated his life to coaching and inspiring young players. Having
coached over 6000 games in the last 28 years, Mark brings a wealth of knowledge and wisdom plus a unique accelerated system of play to help kids
learn basketball strategies easily. More importantly, he ensures kids keep playing for a lifetime as well as enjoying it to the very best of their ability.
You’ll learn: - Breakthrough tools and strategies to help you develop your child's skills - A coaches secret 'key word' system that makes it so easy to
communicate with young players - Essential basics taught in a simple sequence to help players rapidly build individual, then team skills and gain self-
confidence - The differences in working with girls and boys and some simple psychological principles that work well for both genders - How to create
simple play sets that turn beginner players into a functioning team in a very short time - The golden rules of playing winning team basketball and
understanding that it's not just about winning games, but learning, having fun and developing with their teammates - Powerful positive mindset skills
and concepts that will develop and enhance your child for a lifetime Helping kids dream big dreams.How do you build a great organization in a time of
accelerating complexity and change? What are the specific things that leaders must do? In this fascinating book, entrepreneur and business
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consultant Eric Douglas draws on his work with large and small corporations, public agencies, and non-profit organizations to paint a clear picture of the specific practices that distinguish the high performers from all the rest. This is an indispensable guide for anyone in a position of leadership - or for anyone who aspires to be. It reveals both the fundamental systems at work in high-performing companies, as well as the specific day-to-day things that leaders must do to sustain high levels of success for themselves and their organizations.

A look at how IPS builds specific information and tools directly into business processes and systems, enabling workers to independently solve problems on the job. A company's success ultimately depends on each worker's completion of an infinite series of little "now's." To achieve peak efficiency in a climate of "now," organizations must use all possible resources to support each individual's performance of various tasks. "Integrated Performance Support" (IPS), a new concept developed by Andersen Consulting, helps employees perform to their optimum capability. This book shows how IPS builds specific information and tools directly into business processes and systems, enabling workers to independently solve problems on the job.

This remarkable new resource gives school leaders the tools and techniques for designing and implementing a successful coaching program that creates long-lasting educational change. Rebecca Jean longs for fewer rules and more control in her life, so she writes stories about Laney, the self-assured, with-it girl she wishes she could be. One day, furious and frustrated, she writes a different kind of story. One of revenge. When it unfolds exactly as she wrote it, her life is forever altered. She can't believe it's real. Really, how could it be? Even so, she writes another story. And then another. When they play out with unerring accuracy, she feels exhilarated and empowered, but also uneasy and a little guilty. What is happening? And there are consequences, a sort of quid pro quo of which she is the target. Some stories take unforeseen twists. She is keeping secrets from her best friends. Laney steps off the page and takes up residence in Rebecca's head. When she finds herself having conversations with this disembodied voice, Rebecca worries she has gone completely bonkers. All she wanted was a little control in her life! Trapped in an escalating mess of her own making, she sees no way out. Against the backdrop of high school dramas, best friends, first loves, and family, Rebecca searches for answers. What she finds will test her core beliefs. Will she be willing to accept what she must do to have true power over her own life?

A Powerful, 5-Day Program to Help You Manifest Your Dream Reality with Joy and Ease! This life-changing book is designed especially for ambitious souls, leaders, professionals, creatives, heart-centered entrepreneurs, empaths and healers who are ready to step into their full potential and attract unlimited abundance in all areas of their lives. Important: this book is not for you if you're looking for easy lottery wins and quick fixes without adding any real value to the world. So, if you think you can just sit on your couch and visualize money to get rich overnight, without any effort to upgrade your mindset, energy, and skills, then this book isn't for you! However, if you're ready to dive deeper and discover the proven steps to manifesting your dream reality through effectively shifting your identity and aligning yourself with who you need to become to manifest your desires, then Visualization Demystified has all the answers you've been seeking. You see - you don't always manifest what you want. But, you always manifest who you are! The best way to align yourself with your dream reality is through visualization - which is the most effective tool to help you get rid of doubts, self-criticism, and all limiting mindsets that may keep you stuck where you are.

Inside - The untold DANGERS of quick money wins and the only way to manifest ABUNDANCE that lasts - A super simple method to ERASE your FEARS on demand and take inspired action to get closer to your goals - The Visualization Ladder technique to MANIFEST ABUNDANCE and AMPLIFY it again and again (+ real life examples of those who have done it) - The biggest MISTAKE people make with their WHY (and the main reason your WHY isn't enough) - The surprising truth why visualization can work even for people who don't believe in LOA, or have never heard of it - The Mental Screenshot Method to get crystal clear on your vision - Exactly why running away from your true calling BLOCKS you from receiving true abundance (and how to fix it) - How to remove RESISTANCE even before you experience it (better safe than sorry!) - Proven visualization technique to finally release negativity from others for good (and feel free as a bird!) - The Secret Mindset Stretch routine that successful, heart-centered leaders use daily - How to quickly manifest your dreams from a brand-new paradigm without torturing yourself with the latest motivational technique - Why DESIRE alone may not be enough and must have ingredients to empower you - The tested science of cord-cutting to gain your power back and manifest with ease - Real life success stories and evidence to help you stay inspired to create your dream reality! As a powerful creator, you deserve to live in unlimited abundance while inspiring those around you. Your dream reality already exists and is awaiting you! If you're ready to manifest your desires and create
unstopable success, order your copy today and join thousands of other ambitious souls, who are already using this transformative system to live an amazingly abundant and happy life! In order to stay efficient, companies need to improve their existing business processes on a continuous basis. To ensure competitive edge, it is essential for companies to adapt radically to new business opportunities and when external demands change. However, experience and research show that companies have difficulties managing both the continuous improvement of the existing system and radical change at the same time. By using TQM and BPR to represent the two approaches to change Tor Tønnessen contributes to the understanding of the challenges of this integration and shows ways to accomplish a successful synergistic combining of the two approaches. For more than 40 years, Computerworld has been the leading source of technology news and information for IT influencers worldwide. Computerworld's award-winning website (Computerworld.com), twice-monthly publication, focused conference series and custom research form the hub of the world's largest global IT media network. As a hypnotherapist and personal counsellor (following a successful career culminating in the top echelons of corporate India), Dileepan Raghunathan had conceptualised and offered a personal coaching program called MRwmM (M y Relationship with my M oney) over the last eight years. This book, based on this experience, consists of 33 stories of different counselling sessions and the lessons that can be derived from them. The book begins with the exposition of this coaching system that takes a holistic view to approach money/wealth, through a graphical positioning on four quadrants: creativity, abundance, renunciation and misery. The topics of attracting sufficient money, awkwardness in discussing money, difficulty in retaining money, the propensity to waste money, fear/guilt-induced difficulty in spending money, insecurity and miserliness and the hesitation in sharing one's good fortune, are deliberated upon through sixteen stories split across seven chapters. Limiting beliefs about making and keeping money as well as good and bad ways of engaging with money are discussed through thirteen stories. The book concludes with the text of a meditation to ease the flow of money in the meditator's life and a short discussion on how it is possible to achieve mastery over money. Most businesses spend far too much of their time and energy struggling to get new customers or hang on to existing ones—while customers who are ultimately more trouble than they're worth. Attracting Perfect Customers invites readers to move beyond the notions that "business is war" and winning market share means "beating" the other guy. The authors outline a simple strategic process for making businesses so highly attractive that perfect customers and clients are naturally drawn right to them. Sound too good to be true? Hall and Brogniez have successfully shown clients how to do it for years, and now they share their secrets. They prove that it is no longer productive or profitable to conduct business using the war-like marketing techniques of targeting customers and outmaneuvering the competition. In fact, these techniques seem antiquated and labor-intensive when compared to the Strategic Attraction Planning process, which requires just five minutes each day and enables any business to easily attract customers that are a perfect fit for their organization—the kind of customers it is a pleasure to serve. Attracting Perfect Customers takes you step by step through the entire strategic attraction process. The authors reveal the six success standards of strategic synchronicity and share simple, fun, and easy-to-follow exercises that can be applied to any organization. They walk you through the process of creating your own personalized Strategic Attraction Plan and provide 21 supportive tips for making any company more attractive to its perfect customers. Attracting Perfect Customers will take you to a place where there is an abundance of perfect customers and clients with whom you can build strong, satisfying, profitable, and lasting relationships. The founder of the Work to Live campaign explains how to create a happy and healthy balance between work and life by increasing one's vacation time, escaping the burnout trap, working fewer hours, eliminating work guilt, and enhancing one's personal life. Original. W e've all heard the stats and stories about how tough it is to make a profitable living in real estate without high (and often devastating) lifestyle costs, but what do you know about the super successful agents, those netting $500,000, $1 million, $3 million, or more a year selling real estate? What do you really know about how they think, what they do, and how they approach the business, most often rejecting the industry norms that enslave the average agent? The fact of the matter is, if your real estate business depends on you, you don't really have a business—you have a job. In stark contrast, these mega agents have true businesses built on turnkey systems and well-organized teams. There is no stopping this trend. More and more teams will come, garner more market share, and get paid premium fees at the same time working less and playing more than the typical agent. Inside these pages, well introduce you to sixteen of these super successful, highly profitable real estate team leaders who share the secrets of their rise to the top 1 percent of the entire
industry, how they did it, and how you can copy your way to your own megasuccessful real estate business. Rebecca Jean longs for fewer rules and more control in her life, so she writes stories about Laney, the self-assured, with-it girl she wishes she could be. One day, furious and frustrated, she writes a different kind of story. One of revenge. When it unfolds exactly as she wrote it, her life is forever altered. She can't believe it's real. Really, how could it be? Even so, she writes another story. And then another. When they play out with unerring accuracy, she feels exhilarated and empowered, but also uneasy and a little guilty. What is happening? And there are consequences, a sort of quid pro quo of which she is the target. Some stories take unforeseen twists. She is keeping secrets from her best friends. Laney steps off the page and takes up residence in Rebecca's head. When she finds herself having conversations with this disembodied voice, Rebecca worries she has gone completely bonkers. All she wanted was a little control in her life! Trapped in an escalating mess of her own making, she sees no way out. A gainst the backdrop of high school dramas, best friends, first loves, and family, Rebecca searches for answers. What she finds will test her core beliefs. Will she be willing to accept what she must do to have true power over her own life? This book is a must-have manual for any coach who's struggled with confidence and procrastination in coaching. Femke Mortimore's "The Quantum Leap Coach System" taps into 15 years of experience in NLP, Neuro-Semantics and professional coaching to create one streamlined system that helps coaches achieve expert level faster. The book relates how Anderson mastered the game as an All-American end under Notre Dame's legendary Knute Rockne. His football odyssey, during which he crossed paths with the most influential and colorful personalities of the game, is chronicled in depth. Every Sales Person and Entrepreneur knows that selling is the key to success, but most never achieve their potential even after attending numerous trainings and reading dozens of books. Why? Most of the training industry focuses on technique without ever addressing the most important part of the sales process - what the Sales Person is saying to themselves. It doesn't matter how well you implement the concepts and methods if you haven't addressed the beliefs and behaviors that are sabotaging your efforts. "How we think about selling makes all the difference." In Selling With Intention, Sales Expert and Certified Sales Coach Ursula Mentjes shares the expertise she uses to help clients double their sales revenues in as short as two months. Her principles and exercises will help you: Transform the way you think about and interact with your target clients, the sales process, and yourself as a sales person; Develop the mindset, systems, and intentional sales plan you need to significantly increase sales; Let go of the fears and limiting beliefs that have been sabotaging your efforts; Move forward with a renewed sense of confidence in solving clients' problems; and Take a quantum leap toward your greatest sales goals. First released in 2007, the bestselling Transport Revolutions argued that land transport in the first half of the 21st century will feature at least two revolutions. One will involve the use of electric drives rather than internal combustion engines. Another will involve powering many of these drives directly from the electric grid - as trains and trolley buses are powered today - rather than from onboard fuel. Now available for the first time in paperback and updated with the most recent data, it sets out the challenges to our growing dependence on transport fuelled by low-priced oil. These challenges include an early peak in world oil production and profound climate change resulting in part from oil use. It proposes responses to ensure effective, secure movement of people and goods in ways that make the best use of renewable sources of energy while minimizing environmental impacts. Synthesizing engineering, economics, environment, organization, policy and technology in a detailed yet highly readable style, Transport Revolutions is essential reading for anyone working, studying or interested in transport and the environment. "You've certainly hit the nail on the head. If I had read Quantum Leap Thinking at the age of 20, I could have saved many, many mistakes and a helluva lot of wasted effort."— Clive Cussler, bestselling author Positive change can happen in sudden and profound leaps. Quantum Leap Thinking provides the foundation for breakthrough thinking that will trigger astonishing growth in your personal and professional life. • What if it was possible to break through fear and make positive changes in your life in an instant by a simple shift in your thinking? • What if you could lower your anxiety in a matter of seconds by changing your perceptions? • How would your life change if you had unshakable motivation for whatever you chose to do? Quantum Leap Thinking is the key to unlocking the door to new-found potential and peak performance. "An extraordinary guide to thinking your way to the next level in your life, within your career, your relationships or your self."— Joan Lunden, journalist and author "Quantum Leap Thinking [is] an opportunity to get our energy out and target it in the direction of great productivity, leaving us with a feeling of accomplishment."— Leon Tec, M.D., author of The Fear of Success and Targets Coaching is a space between two or more people. It's Not About the Coach is about inspiring coachees to
make informed choices about coaching, discover their readiness for learning and develop the values required for success. In doing so coachees can achieve accelerated results in business, sport and life situations. Stop selling the hard way! Top selling business coach Terri Levine provides you with a valuable assessment system which will enable you to easily identify the good prospects and reduce your time and frustration trying to sell to unsuitable prospects.

During the past several decades, the manufacturing and service industries significantly increased their levels of productivity, quality, and profitability through the application of process improvement techniques and information technology. Unfortunately, the construction industry lags far behind in the application of performance improvement and optimization techniques, as well as its overall competitiveness. Written by Lincoln H. Forbes and Syed M. Ahmed, both highly regarded for leadership and innovation, Modern Construction: Lean Project Delivery and Integrated Practices offers cutting-edge lean tools and other productive strategies for the management of people and processes in the construction industry. Drs. Forbes and Ahmed focus mainly on lean construction methodologies, such as The Last Planner(R) System, The Lean Project Delivery System (TM), and Integrated Project Delivery(TM). The tools and strategies offered draw on the success of the world-renowned Toyota Production System (TPS) adapted to the construction environment by construction professionals and researchers involved in developing and advocating lean construction methods. The book also discusses why true lean construction can best occur when all the construction stakeholders, owners, designers, constructors, and material suppliers are committed to the concept of optimizing the flow of activities holistically while de-emphasizing their self-interest. The authors also reintroduce process improvement approaches such as TQM and Six Sigma as a foundation for the adoption of lean methodologies, and demonstrate how these methods can improve projects in a so-called traditional environment. The book integrates these methods with emerging interest in "green construction" and the use of information technology and Building Information Modeling (BIM), while recognizing the human element in relation to motivation, safety, and environmental stresses. Written specifically for professionals in an industry that desperately needs to play catch up, the book delineates cutting-edge approaches with the benefit of successful cases and explains how their deployment can improve construction performance and competitiveness.
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